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Warm Greetings to you all from Okhaldhunga 
Community Hospital Family! Isn't it always good to catch 
up with many far-flung friends even if it is only once a 
year?

Wow, how fast the year 2017 has gone!  I would like 
to present with you all the highlights of the year. The 
Children ward, the Nutrition Rehabilitation Centre 
facility, doctors’ quarter facility, were started through 
the newly built and arranged buildings, hospital’s 55th 
anniversary was celebrated with Grand Opening of the 
newly built infrastructure by inviting distinguished 
guests. We constructed a training building, an 
underground water tank, renovated some buildings, 
purchased various capital items from the first big grant 
provided by Government of Nepal, Ministry of Health 
and  from fund provided by NORAD. The capital items are 
being used a lot for delivery of effective curative hearth 
care services from the hospital. We also installed a 
Medical Oxygen Collection plant which is the only plant 
in this eastern part of the country. 

We were able to (I) register a small piece of land in each 
of additional 10 landless family's name, (II) to work in 
12 Village Development Committees (VDCs) by adding 
five VDCs and by handing over four VDCs in community 
health aspects strengthening Government of Nepal's 
community based health initiatives, (III) to build 14 new 
houses for 14 very poor landless people in three VDCs in 
Ilaka No-6, and (IV) to carry out Disaster Risk Reduction 
and Preparedness related activities in 6 VDCs through 
Disaster Risk Reduction unit.

We had multiple visits from our headquarters, 
supporters, individuals and government officials.

We were able to secure the continuity in the excellence 
of Okhaldhunga Community Hospital (OCH) miracle 
by maintaining human resources at all levels especially 
from doctors' coverage point of view, it was very good 
though retention of senior doctors, nurses and senior 
maintenance staff and putting boundary wall around the 
hospital are ongoing challenges.

I have had the privilege of meeting many who have 
received new life by the care given at OCH. This year also, 
I have met many patients who believe that there is a 
divine presence in the hospital environment. 

We have patients visit OCH even after the treatment as 
for many people travel to this hospital holds a pilgrimage 
value. So if our institution continues to find favour with 
so many patients from all over the region, we must thank 
God for being the wellspring of our resources.

None of our hospital activities would be possible without 
the willingness, enthusiasm as well as commitment 
of staff, donations as well as prayers of supporters. All 
of you who supported OCH can rest assured that your 
assistance is making amazing and huge differences in the 
lives of many, many needy patients and families.

Finally, I would like to thank you for taking time to read 
this magazine and I hope you find it interesting and 
helpful. We welcome any questions or comments you 
may have about it.

Wishing you all the best!

TUK BAHADUR SHREEMAL
Hospital Director
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One day, I did a brief census of patients admitted. This day 
we have exactly 75 inpatients. 
The largest group is 14 children with airway infections. 
Mainly severe pneumonias, only one of them acutely 
life-threatening. Some have bronchiolitis, and a young girl 
with a bad tonsillitis is unable to swallow even her own 
saliva. 
Of other infections, one has thyfoid fever, one a severely 
infected wisdom tooth, one osteomyelitis of his upper 
arm, and two newborns have septicemia. A man has 
aggressive chickenpox with lesions all over and is in bad 
general condition. Two other adults have dysentery, 
probably amoebic. Two others, so far only have the 
preliminary diagnosis of “fever under evaluation”. Two 
others have been operated for abscesses: a woman with a 
breast abscess and a ten years old girl had a huge abscess 
in her abdomen. 
As always, a number of newborns are admitted. In 
addition to the two with septicemia, the two weeks old 
daughter of the woman with a breast abscess is admitted 
with dehydration and jaundice. A two weeks old girl had 
severe birth asphyxia, but on the round todays she seems 
surprisingly normal. So we hope she will survive without 
neurological sequela. 
A five months old boy with a brain injury after severe 
neonatal meningitis now has seizures which are difficult 
to treat. A five years old girl with cerebral palsy is severely 
malnourished.
Obstetric cases are also here:
Recently, we had to do a cesarean section on a 20-year-old 
woman because of obstructed labour. She had nephrotic 
syndrome, a kidney disease which increases the surgical 
risk. Exactly as we took out her baby, we in the surgical 
team were informed that another lady had come in labour 
with a breech, and the baby’s legs were out! I ran out from 
the Operation Theatre to the Labour Room, only a minute 
away. I got the baby out, in a breech delivery the head 

comes last and often must be “screwed out”. Today both 
the mothers and the babies are well. A 16-year-old girl is 
pregnant and has rupture of membranes so close to term 
that it will probably be okay. Four women are admitted 
in different stages of labor. Two others are still admitted 
after having gone through cesarean section during the last 
couple of days.
Injuries are not so many this time of the year:
A six-month-old boy is in traction for a femur fracture and 
an eight-year-old had a laceration in his arm which was so 
deep that it had to be stitched in several layers. A 51-year-
old lady fell from a cliff and had a spinal fracture and deep 
cuts in her scalp, but could move her arms and legs freely. 
Malignancies are also represented here:
A 66-year-old man has a testis cancer, soon to be 
operated. A very poor 33-year-old woman has breast 
cancer with metastases all around. For her the only option 
is palliative treatment.
Then there are miscellaneous conditions:
A 40-year-old man with a known psychosis yesterday 
had a skin graft to a large wound on his foot. An old man 
with COPD and cardiac failure, a woman operated a few 
days ago for myomas of her uterus, a young man operated 
for hemorrhoids and another one with anxiety and 
abdominal pain. A middle aged lady with a huge alcohol 
problem, cirrhosis and cardiac problems. We also had 
a young boy who was operated for a bowel obstruction. 
He is improving, but only slowly. A 75-year-old lady 
has also been operated for a bowel obstruction. She is 
malnourished and had a wound dehiscence, but the 
wound seems to heal well now. 
There are also patients with tuberculosis, of whom one 
has Multi Drug Resistant TB and therefore will need 
treatment for about two years.
DR ERIK BØHLER
Medical Coordinator
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In November 2017 we went to a conference, arranged 
jointly by Normission, HimalPartner and UMN. The 
title was "Learning Conference for Faith Based Health 
Institutions". Heavy title, but interesting conference. 
Main topics were: What is our role as Christian hospitals? 
The fact that we are faith-based, what does it mean for 
our work?

A concept we repeatedly came back to was “to notice 
the un-noticed”. Some people are almost invisible. 
Often their problems are not met, or even recognised, 
by society’s social work. Either because they don’t fit 
into the standardised forms, or simply because they are 
difficult to see. The mentally ill, the handicapped, the 
landless, those completely without relatives, or those 
who literally are the smallest ones, i.e. the newborns 
who are not registered, If there shall be a meaning in 
calling our institutions 'Christian', it must be because we 
walk in Jesus’ footsteps. And those footsteps invariably 
go to the outsiders, those who for different reasons don’t 
really “fit in”.

DR ERIK BØHLER
Medical Coordinator

TO NOTICE 
See the Invisible

Nearest relative: Grandson of four years

During the years we have been here this grandmother has 
been admitted several times with serious conditions. But she 
has survived. 

She has found the God of Life, and has a greatness about 
her which is new. She now has a fellowship she belongs to. 
And she has a job, where she sits on top of a heap of stones, 
crushing them with a hammer until she has a tractor load. 
Then she gets 60 dollars.

She is a widow, has lost two sons as adults, and now looks 
after their three small children. But when she is sick herself, 
the four-years old boy is the one looking after her. No one 
could have a more faithful friend.

Kristin talked about Okhaldhunga Hospital’s work with 
building houses with the landless people after the powerful 
earthquakes. They were not included in the governmental 
support schemes, because they are “invisible” in the public 
registers.  

Page 5
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I have read many stories about deaths of people due 
to mushroom poisoning in the newspapers. But it was 
really something else to see such cases as a doctor on 
night duty. It was a terrible and miraculous experience 
for me.

Four members of the same family came after a six hours’ 
journey by jeep to our hospital at 9 pm. They all had 
eaten mushrooms which had been picked in the jungle. 

Among them two children, two and eight years old, were 
in a very critical situation. They were unconscious, their 
bodies became hard and bent backward, with stool and 
urine incontinence and lots of salivation and frothing 
from the mouth. Their parents had repeated episodes of 
vomiting and loose stool and were mentally confused.

As the emergency room we started supportive care like 
suctioning, giving oxygen, intravenous fluid and also 
started emergency drugs. The children needed lots of 
antidote called atropine. I felt terrible and my heart was 
pounding for fear of losing the children. I counselled 
the parents and their neighbours about the very critical 
condition of the children and informed them of our fears. 
But at the same time I was praying in my heart for their 
lives, and put everything in the hands of our gracious 
Lord. I knew that even in well equipped hospitals, the 
mortality is very high for such poisoning. The emergency 
staff worked very hard throughout the night. I thought it 
would be my worst night duty ever. 

But early morning the next day, the children got up and 
asked for food! My heart melted, and I felt a deep joy. I 
thanked the Lord who changed my sorrowful night duty 
to a joyful and blessed morning.

DR KESHAB SHARMA
Resident Medical Officer

BLESSED  
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There are still so many who live beyond the line of 
poverty among us in the hills of Nepal. Where can you 
go if you have five children and a small plot of land 
which gives you 40 kgs of maize harvest in the year and 
are dependent on daily wage, which pay you NPR 200 
(USD 2) a day? You can buy four kgs of rice daily, but 
your family-life demand more than just. School, clothes 
and if you happened to be sick, where can you go? If you 
happened to have a chronic disease, where can you go?

Go to 'Mission', they will say.

Last year 4,565 patients with such a conditions, came to 
'Mission' to receive treatment. On average, they got  
USD 20 or NKR 140, each in support for their treatment. 
Out of all patients coming to hospital 12% where in need 
of such help. In addition, they also need food while they 
are admitted in the hospital. 

A difference of life or not, for many. 

A difference for the many chronic patients is special. The 
many COPD patients, Diabetes, High blood pressure, the 
many mentally sick patients, and the many old and weak 
who are left behind in the village.

In addition, 3,763 children less than 12 kgs have got free 
service in the hospital. They pay only for the medication.

1,126 mothers got free delivery service. From this year, 
they pay for the medication used.

444 waiting mothers stayed in the waiting home before 
delivery. Those who are able, pay NPR 1,000 in admission 
to cover the food we provide.

Friends of Okhaldhunga carry all those lives ahead and 
play a major role in their life. They get a taste of God's 
presence in their hardship of life, through the hands of 
friends. Thank you!

KRISTIN BØHLER
Advisor in Social service

Dili is dependent on epilepsy medication. Due to his 
fits, he has had many complicated fractures which 
has taken him out of work. He is dependent on his 
wife’s capacity to work on daily wage in farming. 
She can make USD 1.5 a day. They have three small 
children to feed and send to school.

CARE

Bal Bahadur, an asthma patient for many 
years. When he is on his best, he can sit and 
cut stone and make USD 2 a day. He is often 
admitted and dependent on medication. 
He takes care of his sick wife. Sometimes 
his daughter comes to care for him in the 
hospital. The good news is cheap oxygen 
for him!

Tulasi had her spinal fracture 12 years ago 
and is living with her old mother. She is 
dependent on epilepsy medication and 
there are often sores or urine infection 
to be treated. She is fully dependent on 
getting her treatment free. But when she 
is admitted, she cares for other patients 
and gives hope to patient's who have 
fallen down and had her spinal cord injured 
and are starting a new life dependent on 
wheelchair and our charity.
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My name is Sharmila Bhujel. I live in Okhaldhunga, 
Khijdemba, ward no. 7. I am 22 years old and the 
youngest daughter from a very poor family.

My grandfather and grandmother had nothing in their 
name. Therefore my father had been working on others 
land for a living.

My father admitted me to a school and I started to 
feel and know about my family situation. I felt bad 
when my friends wore new clothes. They used to call 
me "Sukumbasi" (squatter communities) and kept me 
outside. How can I get free from this status? I used to ask 
my father to buy a land for us so that we would not be 
counted as a sukumbasi. But my questions always made 
my father feel down and upset. He was not in a position 
buy land. With a lot of struggle and hard work, I finished 
school.

Suddenly, in April 2015, an earthquake made so many 
people homeless. The government started to support all 
the earthquake survivors as per the registrations on land. 

But there was no such plan for landless people like us, 
as we had no land in our name. In this scenario, United 

Mission to Nepal, Okhaldhunga Community Hospital, 
came to us with a plan. When I was home alone, Khyam 
Sir came from  Okhaldhunga Community Hospital (OCH) 
and told me about the plan of building house for landless 
people if they can manage a to get a land.  We made a 
decision to buy a land by taking a loan.

Soon the constructions of our home begun. My father 
took part and was trained in making earthquake-
resistant house.

I went to Kathmandu to get a tailoring skill training. After 
three months, I returned to my village. I saw the new 
house was completed!

I am very happy and thankful that OCH built a house for 
us. Now we don’t need to stay in other people's house, 
nobody can call us sukumbasi. We are  also involved in 
the village activities. Today I run a tailor workshop in our 
house. We run a tea shop and have bought two goats 
and one cow and are selling butter. We are very blessed 
to have you and have  our life changed! No shame and 
worries of being sukumbasi any more! 

SARMILA BHUJEL

THE PAIN OF
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THE UNSEEN

Nepal has changed after the earthquakes in 2015. New 
houses are coming up everywhere. 

But I have seen an earthquake in the society as well, 
which no one would have believed some years ago. 

I had been walking five days in the most affected area in 
the west of Okhaldhunga district. Our public health staff 
was here in 2015 when the earthquake appeared. They 
asked us to help them to get the village life work again.

We ended up with those who did not get any help from 
the government, those without land and without any 
proper house before or after the earthquake. 

After two years of our work in six VDCs, service has been 
completed. OCH has negotiated with villages for transfer 
of land to 23 landless families, and build an earthquake 
safe house for each of the 23 families, some three rooms, 
some four rooms houses according to family size.

What does it mean for the families?
Tek Bahadur has been landless all his life, and was 
neglected by everyone. He was unseen. They were never 
welcomed into any programme no one would give them 
a loan, they had no security and did not belong to any 
place.

During village function he had a speech, he opens his 
mouth in front of the leaders of the village, “Earthquake 
has changed our life, before we were unseen, no we are 
seen!”

He has got an address, land and a house for his family 

of nine members. He has got a skill as a carpenter, he is 
getting work and is able to get loan for investments. He 
has bought a BIG pot for cooking rice in weddings. Today 
he walks with his head high and they welcome them in 
the village. 

We declare our village free of landless poverty! - said a 
village leader and everyone applauded. 

The home has given them the base in life for flowering, 
another one has bought a chainsaw machine, many 
others have got domestic animals, selling butter, some 
own tea shops. Everyone has started to dream about a 
better life. 

What does it mean for the village? 
They enjoy being the good helper, they have got to know 
those they regarded as useless as new friends. It has 
made the good mode and new friendships in the village. 
The village has been a better place to live. 

God has shaken the community so that the unseen could 
be been seen and has been a blessing. Thanks to God 
and thanks to all those who have been openhearted and 
given in to the new life after the earthquake. May God be 
glorified in all those new homes and villages.

In each of the area, the landless have their house 
ownership handed in the presence of all the village 
leaders.

KRISTIN BØHLER
Social Service / Waiting Home
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We see it again and again: Patients who come late to 
the hospital, either because they live very far away or 
because they are very poor, end up with a long stay, large 
operations and often a large bill. She is ten years old, and 
probably had an appendicitis some weeks before her 
family brought her here. 

When she came, she was in a life-threatening condition, 
with a huge collection of pus in her abdomen, and 
needed an emergency operation. The operation itself 
went well, but the wound would not heal. It was infected 
with “pseudomonas-bacterias”, kind of germs which 
often are resistant to our antibiotics, and these were. 
We got some special and expensive antibiotics from 
Kathmandu. And, probably even more important: We 
filled up the large, purulent cavity with honey during the 
daily dressings. It helped! 

DR ERIK BOHLER
Medical Coordinator

In Okhaldhunga Hospital  
for the third time

It’s fascinating to be back again for the third time to 
work for some months at Okhaldhunga hospital. So 
much has changed since last time, in 2012. New roads, 
a growing hospital in size, numbers of patients and 
staff and new technical advancements giving better 
diagnostic possibilities. Almost daily endoscopic 
procedures are performed with investigations of 
bowel and ventricle, and the c-arm is of good use in 
many orthopedic procedures.

Most of the changes are of course positive, but we 
can also see some small signs of negative effects 
of ”the world coming closer to Okhaldhunga”: 
Practical things such as the new roads eroding the 
grounds and scorpions becoming more common as 
they accompanying the trucks, pipes and materials 
brought in for construction work. But we also think we 
can see a little change in people’s minds. The internet 
gives the possibility to easily compare your own life 
with the world around and that can lead to frustration 
greater than before, when early you could only 
compare with the others in your close surroundings. 
With Kathmandu only six to seven hours’ drive away 
it is also getting more obvious who can afford the 
more advanced diagnostics and treatment there and 
who can barely pay the OPD-ticket at Okhaldhunga 
Hospital. It’s then fantastic to be part of the work of a 
hospital with a social fund that can pay the treatment 
costs for those having the least!

AMANDA OVREGARD
Sweden

for the wound
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After my graduation in General Practice and Emergency 
Medicine, I had a desire to serve in a remote area to 
use my medical and surgical skills there. I thank God 
for providing me the opportunity to be a member of 
Okhaldhunga Community Hospital, where I had also 
been serving during my third year district posting earlier 
on.

I want to share one of my experiences here: A 72 year old 
lady with an inguinal hernia was admitted. The hernia 
had been bulging, hard and very painful for three days, 
and she had been unable to eat or drink. We suspected 
that the hernia was strangulated, so we suggested for 
her family members to take her to a better equipped 
hospital in Kathmandu for proper surgical management. 
But they were unable to do so, and requested us to do 
whatever we could. 

So, as there was no other option, we decided to 
operate. During the operation we found, as suspected, 

the hernia was strangulated and a segment of the 
intestine was dead and gangrenous. We had to resect 
it and do an anastomosis, though that was technically 
very challenging. Post operatively she got worse, with 
low blood pressure and breathing problems. She was 
kept in High Intensity Care - room and was kept under 
pressure (dopamine) – support iv. The poor prognosis was 
explained to the family. However, to our surprise and joy, 
she recovered during the next few days, and could be 
discharged in good shape after a couple of weeks.

We meet many such incidences here during our daily 
medical work. To me this proves that, in addition to 
our treatment, it is the fighting spirit of the patient and 
blessing of God that keeps the patients in our hospital 
alive.

DR SANJAY POKHREL
MDGP and Emergency Physician

PATIENT CARE 

2018
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Oxygen is the backbone of a hospital. Fifteen years ago 
Okhaldhunga Community Hospital started to use oxygen 
bottles, when we purchased the new anesthesia machine 
for the operation theatre. At that time, we brought 
the small cylinders (about 25 kgs) of oxygen from 
Kathmandu. In the beginning, they had to be carried 
from the big river, Sunkoshi, for a day up to Okhaldhunga. 
At the same time, we also got an oxygen concentrator, 
but then we were only able to supply extra oxygen to 
patients during operations, or to those in extremely 
critical situations.

When the first road connection was built. Ten years 
ago, we were able to import large cylinders (about 70 
kgs) from Kathmandu. It is very hard to get oxygen 
bottle because of transportation and other reasons, 
and it is very expensive. We have to pay about USD 
3,00 for a large cylinder. But out of this, only 600 is for 
buying the oxygen, the rest is for transporting it here 
to Okhaldhunga. The consumption of pure oxygen is 
increased significantly these days, because of increased 
number of patient’s and increased size of the hospital. 
Lately we have used about USD 1,000 per month for pure 
oxygen and had a lot of practical problems arranging to 
bring the big cylinders from Kathmandu.

The management team of the hopital started to think 
about our own oxygen plant about four years ago. At that 
time this was our dream project, because we would need 
to invest a large amount of money (about NPR 11 million) 

which was far beyond our capacity at that time. But 
our senior leaders from Kathmandu and Okhaldhunga 
continuously encouraged us. So we kept working.

As a result of strong efforts and prayers, we received 
money for this project last year: Six million rupees from 
the Government of Nepal, one million from the local 
Municipality, and also substantial amounts from the 
constituency development fund of the local Member 
of Parliament and from Normission of Norway. Now we 
have completed our project and on 12 December, 2017 
we started to produce pure oxygen from our plant here in 
Okhaldhunga Hospital! 

From now on, we can give extra oxygen to our patients 
at a very low cost, and for poor patients we can now give 
it free of cost without exhausting our charity budget. 
We can also sell oxygen to our neighbouring districts 
Solukhmbu and Khotang district hospital at a low 
cost, but still make some income for our own hospital, 
to increase its sustainability. Today, our dream has 
come true, and we are able to save hundreds of lives. 
Okhaldhunga Community Hospital wants to thank the 
Government of Nepal, Siddicharan Municipality and our 
donors for their generous and valuable support.

This was our Christmas gift 

We thank to God for his blessings.

BUDDHA SHRESTHA
Business Manager 

OXYGEN
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The newly married couple live three days’ journey from 
the hospital, in the north-eastern corner of Solukhumbu 
district. We have had some patients from that very 
remote area before, but this couple did not know that 
OCH was an option for them. 

She was in labour, so they went to the local health post, 
and were told everything was ok. She had contractions 
for some days, but they stopped. Neighbours in the 
village then told them to go to  the “Mission”, Hospital. 
That was a completely unknown place for them, but 
they started on the long journey. Sixteen men, i.e. four 
carrying teams, run with her on a stretcher alternating 
for twelve hours to the nearest motorable road. There 
they had to search for a car willing to take them to the 
hospital. That was difficult, this was during the great 
Hindu festival Tihar, so nobody wanted to go. At last they, 
got a jeep which took them on the five-hours journey for 
NPR 15,000 (USD 150). Before they left the husband had 
taken a loan of NPR 15,000 (USD 150) with 3 % monthly 
interest. When they came to our hospital she was “45 
weeks pregnant” and they had only NPR 5,000 (USD 50) 
left of the loan. This is how poverty is made.

Towards the end of the journey, she had felt no fetal 
movements. When arriving here, her fears were proven 
right. The fetus was dead. But it had to come out! It 
is usually both meaningless and risky to do cesarean 
section on a dead fetus. So labour induced, but to no 
avail. The head was completely stuck.

She has to be given full anaesthesia and the baby pulled 
out without contractions, and also without concern for 
the baby, as it was already dead. No easy job, but the next 
day both husband and wife were relieved. They were sad 
to have lost the baby, but happy to still have each other. 
They are Christians, and will now tell their neighbours 
home in the village that it is possible to come here 
and stay in the Maternal Waiting Home during the last 
couple of weeks before term, so they can give birth in a 
safe place.

The husband told us that he had been so afraid of coming 
to an unknown place. “But then it turned out to be just 
like coming home”, he says, beaming with joy. They were 
given food tickets from our Medical Assistance Fund, and 
we were able to help them with the journey home.

DR ERIK BOHLER
Medical Coordinator

The travel was too long. The worst risk factors for 
pregnant women in Nepal. That is exactly why  
we have the Maternal Waiting Home.

TOO LATE
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PROUD TO BE
I got a chance to read the life story of Florence 
Nightingale when I was in Grade 8. I was so much 
inspired with her dedication to the sick and injured, that 
I decided to become a nurse in the future. My teacher 
used to ask me " What do you want to do in life?' I simply 
replied 'Nurse', and then in return he said, 'you want to 
become a nurse because you want to get married to a 
British Army man? But past young mind had not thought 
about the marriage.

I used to walk through the hospital way to the school and 
see nurses in white uniforms walking around; actually 
I was also facinated with the white uniform was also 
the centre of attraction of nursing to me in addition to 
Nightingale. As I wished, I got a chance to join nursing 
training programme in 2007 in Tansen Nursing School, 
Palpa. It was very different than I had expected. Nursing 
was not only carrying lantern and walking around to 
treat the sick and injured, or give medicine but to love 
the sick and provide holistic care. While giving holistic 
care, sometimes we had to do very hateful tasks. 
Because of some loathsome tasks, some of my friends 

cried and wished to leave the training. Sometimes I was 
also horrified, but nursing was my passion so I decided to 
remain stable.

Day by day, I learned to become more humble through 
the hateful and loathsome task opened my knowledge of 
care to the patient.

I remember my teachers saying “You can obtain 100 out 
of 100 in academic but if you have poor attitude, your 
marks will have no value”. In nursing this means good 
relationship with patients', visitors, co-workers, seniors, 
juniors and honesty in the profession.

It has been almost seven and a half years that I have 
been working as a nurse in OCH, where marginalised and 
poor people come for treatment from remote villages on 
foot. This is one of the greatest opportunities to serve. I 
can proudly say that I am proud to be a nurse.  This is not 
only my profession but my calling.

PABITA RAI
Maternity and Children Ward-Incharge
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HOSPITAL EXTENSION PROJECT:  
A HOSPITAL FOR THE FUTURE!

The new administrations building is coming up. The ground 
floor will have x-ray department,  physiotherapy department 
and endoscopy room. First floor will have office for 
administration, doctors and Public Health Unit.  We hope for 
ribbon-cutting on Hospital day, the 14 March, 2018.

What is still left to build?

In front here is the first half the Children’s Ward, which 
was renovated a year ago. The old OPD will be renovated 
to become the second half of the Children’s Ward, with a 
capacity of 25 beds! When the administration building is 
completed, the Social Department will move into:

Last house to be earthquake resistant

The houses for the Hospital Director and the Medical 
Coordinator, were made from mud and stone and had bad 
cracks after the large earthquakes in 2015.

Those two houses are now being taken down, and two new 
houses will come up. These two quarters shall be able to host 
group gatherings and senior staff. The plan is that this will 
be completed in 2018. We hope for continued support during 
this last year of the main upgrading and extension works in 
Okhaldhunga!

New, proposed social department to be renovated 

 The whole administration is now staying in the previous 
Training Hall, while waiting for the new administration 
building to be completed. When they are out, the Training 
Hall will be renovated into Social Department with a chapel 
as a part of it.

When all these office-constructions have been completed, 
we take a long, deep breath. We have been working in a 
construction site since 2012. It has been quite a challenge to 
build new buildings,  and run a hospital at same time in the 
same space! 
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It has been a busy year in the hospital as you can see 
from the figures below: Wish list for 2018:

Contributions are most welcome, here are some 
examples of things we need for the coming year:

Ü  Completing the top floor of Training Hall for the 
hospital’s new Nursing School, about USD 30,000

Ü  Generator for backup power supply, 200 KVA:  
USD 25,000 

Ü Cautery machine for OT, 1 No: USD 7,000

Ü  Mobile medicine drawers for wards, 3 Nos:  
USD 4,500

Ü  Bedside lockers for children’s ward, 20 Nos:  
USD 3,000

Ü Infusion pumps for iv use, 2 Nos: USD 2,00O

Ü Revolving chairs for OT, 4 Nos: USD 1,000

Ü Warmer for blood transfusions, 2 Nos: USD 1,000

Description  2015/16 2016/17
Total patient contact 35114 35610
Surgical procedure 2089 2474
Major surgery 217 325
Total delivery 974 1126
Delivery by CS 90 140
Total no. of inpatients 4802 5754
Mothers admitted in MWH 403 441
ECG 1212 1203
X-Ray 5976 7182
USG 3916 4137
Total lab test 50808 68144
No. of patient received  
free care servives (Charity) 5468 4563
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Life is the most important 
thing for every living being. 
We have bitter reality of 
lives of ordinary citizens 
being taken by common 
and ordinary illnesses due 
to unavailability of effective 

basic health care facilities and poor economic condition. 
In one side, rich people living in major cities and holding 
major positions in the government services and bodies, 
even for ordinary ailment, get the medical treatment 
through the most costly and renowned and fully 
equipped hospitals in the developed countries of Europe 
and America and on the other side, the poor people, even 
if they fall severely ill, do not get any medical treatment 
due to the lack of money and lose their lives.

The hospital has been giving more and more value to 
the health of the ordinary citizens by accepting this 
matter as an important aspect and providing quality 
health services based in Okhaldhunga since a long time 
the Mission Hospital has already given lives to millions 
of people. In this twenty first century, dying of ordinary 
ailment and diseases is of shame for all.

Today, it is necessary to have our partnership to excel 
the services the Okhaldhunga Mission Hospital has 

been providing. Considering this, I, as the Member of 
Parliament, allocated some fund and took necessary 
initiation to relate to the concerned government body 
to upgrade the hospital. Running in its 56th years of 
establishment, the hospital has not only been delivering 
acute health care services to the people of Okhaldhunga 
and its neighbouring districts, implementing public 
health activities from its inception in the district but also 
providing additional and extraordinary services at the 
time of emergency and urgent need like providing shelter 
to those who never have their own shelter, providing 
food, which is much appreciable. The way the OCH team 
work, the way they take responsibility, the serving heart 
they have, have been our source of inspiration and it is 
our duty to honour such a good team. I wish hospital's 
aim to grow to be 150 bed hospital and the pioneering 
organisation to run the Mid-Level Technical School by 
starting Nursing School in the district, be fulfilled within 
the year 2018.

I would like to express my commitment to be with the 
Life Giver of People – Mission Hospital as a responsible 
representative of the citizens and would also like to 
solute the hospital for all its contribution.

YAGYA RAJ SUNUWAR
Member of Parliament

LIFE GIVER OF PEOPLE – MISSION HOSPITAL
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DONATE ONLINE

UK DONORS

MAIL DONATIONS

OTHER OPTIONS

INTERNET BANKING &
MONEY TRANSFER

umn.org.np/give
Give using your credit or debit card.
In the Message pane, write OCH.

For all UK donations and bequests

Make cheques payable to UMN Support Trust. 
Mail to 
UMN Support Trust  
97 Eastern Ave 
Chippenham Wiltshire 
SN15 3SF 
UK

Bank Transfers or Standing Orders 
(monthly/quarterly)
Pay to: UMN Support Trust   
Sort Code: 77-50-14 
Account Number:  20399368

For credit/debit card/Paypal, go to  
umn.org.np/give

UMN Support Trust (UMNST) is a UK Charity
If you are a UK tax payer, include a Gift Aid form 
with your first donation.
Download the Gift Aid form from  
umn.org.np/give or phone Alan Penn on 
01249 652029

Bequests to UK charities have no Inheritance Tax.

Set up a payment or monthly standing order to 
transfer funds.

US & NEPALI CURRENCIES
Transfer or wire to:
Standard Chartered Bank Nepal Ltd.
PO Box 3990, Nayabaneswar, 
Kathmandu, Nepal
 Account Name:  Okhaldhunga Community 

Hospital
 Account Number: 01156530301
 Swift Code: SCBLNPKA

Send a cheque made payable to Okhaldhunga 
Community Hospital and post to:

Okhaldhunga Community Hospital
c/o United Mission to Nepal

P.O. Box 126, Kathmandu, Nepal
All donations made will receive a letter of 
acknowledgment and thanks.

For help or advice about giving please contact 
info.och@umn.org.np or look at our website:  
www.umn.org.np/new/support_umn.php

When donating to Okhaldhunga Community Hospital, please send us a letter or email 
info.och@umn.org.np (and copy to fin@umn.org.np) giving the following details:

1.  Your name, address, and the amount.
2.  The date of the transaction.
3.  The account number it was paid into (if by money transfer).
4.  Please state clearly that the funds are for Okhaldhunga Community Hospital.  

All undesignated gifts will be used as needed.

TO
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OKHALDHUNGA COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
UNITED MISSION to NEPAL
PO Box 126, Kathmandu, Nepal

Phone: +977 37 520443, 520035
Fax: +977 37 520176

info.och@umn.org.np
umn.org.np


